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Two cycles have passed since Ryuu lost his adopted father, and he dares to hope that heâ€™s

found peace at last. But nightblades live by the sword, and when a new breed of warrior threatens

the Southern Kingdom, Ryuu and Moriko are pulled to opposite edges of the known world to

uncover mysteries that have lain dormant for hundreds of cycles.As the Three Kingdoms descend

into chaos, the two nightblades must decide what they stand for. Thereâ€™s no place to hide, and

the secrets they reveal will have the power to change the world forever.Book Two of the Nightblade

Trilogy
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Continuing where Nightblade left off, WorldÃ¢Â€Â™s Edge follows Ryuu and Moriko as they

continue on their paths learning the depths of the sense, each other, and the true centers of power

in their world... This story was even better than the first. More action, more happening, and the

whole world coming alive in ways that Nightblade scarcely alluded to.Like other readers have noted

the story moves along at a faster clip in this book and youÃ¢Â€Â™ll be hard pressed not to finish it



in one sitting. IÃ¢Â€Â™m looking forward to seeing where the journey ends next year and what

other new stories Mr. Kirk may have in store for us.

These three books BEG to be made into movies! I like how the Japanese flavor of this tale is subtle,

not overt. There's plenty of room for interpretation. I found these books to be very engaging and

often had difficulty "putting it down" to go to sleep or go do boring chores. Not only is the tale

compelling, but the characters feel authentic, not contrived, but very strong. Yes, there is graphic

violence at times, but this is a tale about sword-wielders, not puppies and kitties. Even though this is

a trilogy, as I reflect back, having read all three, they blend seamlessly into one great tale. There's

no sexual content, which I loved. Also missing, as a result, are florid overdone descriptions of the

characters specific physical traits. Instead they are revealed through their interactions with other

characters and in certain moments.I highly recommend this to people who have discerning taste in

what fiction they read. I also feel this tale ignores the boundaries of genre. It's plain and simple--a

great epic read.

I really enjoyed this book! This was even better than the first book Night Blade. I recommend this for

any fans of Night blade, or anyone who enjoys suspense, action and adventureI really enjoyed the

Character Development throughout the story, mostly with Miriko. She really blossoms as a

character, and I can't wait to see what happens in the third book with Moriko and Ryuu!

Easy read, smooth, flows right along, if you're a voracious reader, perhaps too quick but I read at

night before bed so a few chapters a night lasted me a week & a couple days. Didn't review the 1st

book, but obviously, I liked it enough to get the 2nd & I'm enjoying the progression of the storylines

& the world building. Its a little light on combat description but I know myself, that can be difficult to

write to it would be a preference & really doesn't affect the book. I like the change in the hero's

relationship because that's realistic & my only part I could 'complain' about is that the build up to the

big finish stops & will continue in the next book, but that's cool, I'll buy it right away.

Ryan Kirk is a really solid author, and is definitely going into my rotation. This is an excellent book,

and develops characters that you actually care about. Highly recommended for those who like the

fantastic part of their fantasy subtle, vice in you face.

This is a good story. While a little editing might be in order, it didn't detract from the story (for me at



least). The characters are good and the plot is excellent. The second book really develops the

characters. I recommend this trilogy.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book. While I also enjoyed the first book in the series (Nightblade), I

thought that the writing is improved and the pacing is a bit more even in this book. The main

characters are well developed and the story moves along at a brisk pace which often makes the

book difficult to put down. There are enough twists and turns in the story line to keep things

interesting. Though the writing and the story do not reach award-winning stature, it is definitely

worth reading in my opinion.

I can't go to bed for reading this book all night. This second story is as good or better than book one.

This author really has a talent.
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